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The Basics: A Baseline

Every First Nation is Different: no national metrics 

data for processes, IT needs

Productivity and Efficiencies drivers

Silos of information and difficult to locate

Change is too costly and disruptive

Getting by and hoping nothing gets lost

Some one knows where it got filed, but they’ve 

retired

More file cabinets and supplies

Copy/print is necessity and can’t place controls



Beyond Basics: Imagine a Future State

More efficient and cost-effective document 

management and control to facilitate First Nation user 

adoption 

Ensure integrated compliance with government, 

industry regulations and First Nation business 

requirements

Security functions that filter sensitive data masked 

with redaction features, facilitating document sharing 

without compromising individual identities or other 

sensitive data

Reduced costs through decreased storage space, 

supply resources and postal requirements

Better control with ECM and reduced IT resources via 

SaaS solutions
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ECM and Benefits



Enterprise Content Management (ECM)

The systematic collection and organization of information that is to be used by 

a designated audience – senior management, council, authorized users, etc. 

Neither a single technology nor a methodology nor a process, it is a dynamic 

combination of strategies, methods, and tools used to capture, manage, store, 

preserve, and deliver information supporting key organizational processes through 

its entire lifecycle.

The general goal of ECM is to reduce risk and improve productivity and 

efficiency via the elimination of paper-based tasks and the enhancement of 

process visibility



ECM Benefits

The primary function of ECM is to simultaneously reduce clutter while increasing 

data and process visibility and accessibility, ultimately saving time and 

significantly lowering costs.

ECM will help:

• Archive information quickly and access it quickly from wherever you are 

and whenever you need it 

• Eliminate paperwork and make whatever records-keeping you were doing via 

paper far more accessible and efficient 

• Organize and structure data in a way that makes it easily cross-referenceable, 

providing invaluable context around and transparency into processes
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“…I-T dollars have been spent on automating the world of data…not been spent on the world of the document, where 
information is presented for human understanding and action.  Therefore, people have largely been left out of the I-T 

equation…”         
Jim Firestone – President, Xerox Corporate Operations Group

70% - 80%*

20% - 30%*
Structured Data
Stored in transaction processing 

application databases.

Information

Unstructured Data (Documents)
Contracts

E-mail and voicemail messages

Memorandums and letters

Human Resources documents

Compliance documents

Planning documents

Proposals, quotes and forecasts

Legal and regulatory reports

600-700 different document types

Stored in:

Personal computers

Repositories

File servers

Desk drawers and file cabinets

Many other places

*Industry benchmarks based on historical studies

Do Documents Matter?



Benefit from a First Nation Content Management System?  

Find the documents you want 

… in 60 seconds or less

All the key players can access 

and act on documents quickly

Key documents protected 

against accidental loss

Manual, time intensive, paper 

based workflows replaced by 

digital



Once content is digitized…

then storing, collaboration and work flow automation can 

come into play
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DocuShare – Content Management Made Easy



is a web-based Enterprise Content 

Management system that is also 

offered as a cloud service…

that provides robust storage and easy 

access and information sharing 

capabilities… 

in a highly secure and collaborative 

environment…

and automates workflows to reduce 

paper-based tasks…

requiring limited I.T. resources

Xerox DocuShare . . . 



Hosting Options

On Premise 
Deployment

• Self administered

• Internal IT 
Management

Managed 
Application 
Services

• Hosted by PFI

• IT and Infrastructure is 
maintained by PFI

• Leverage Local Data 
Centers

Xerox®

DocuShare®

Private Cloud 
Service

• Full cloud management

• Data centers follow ISO 
27001, HIPAA, PCI-
DDS and SOX 
guidelines 

• MS Azure partner
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DocuShare – Capabilities to Better Control 

Content



Better Control and Use of Content

1. Foundational Repository: centralized; clean 

and intuitive UI; tools that provide tagging and 

indexing for ease of retrieval; version control and 

lifecycle management

2. Collaboration and Team 

Communications: dept/project based folders 

for sharing; add comments on documents and 

folders; multi-format viewing, annotation and 

redaction; communication support (discussion 

threads etc)

3. Workflow Automation: remove manual tasks 

where possible; business rules and routing; 

intelligent capture; team work queue and task 

management

3
Major 

Capabilities



Prerequisites for ECM

• First Nation departmental and user 

group involvement

• Content digitized, tagged, indexed 

and classified properly for ease of 

retrieval and workflow

• Council Buy-in and Senior 

Administrator leadership
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Roadmap for Successful Implementation



Installation and Deployment: On 

Premise or as Cloud Service

Easy to Install: Xerox provides technology, tools 

and services that enable First Nations to control, 

access and share information

DocuShare – customized to meet your needs 

based on your ideas, vision and input, not turn-

key. 

DocuShare – easy to use when configured 

around First Nation policies, schedules, roles, 

access controls and business processes

DocuShare Installation Guide: describes system, 

server and database requirements and database 

configuration; technical support and install wizard 
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First Nation Control of First Nation Information

First Nation ownership of information – solutions must reflect community and 

business needs; driven by commitment from leadership

Own the process – from planning to acquisition to implementation; provides 

service provider with better awareness of project needs and timelines in order to 

properly scope a solution

IT resources (human and infrastructure) are critical – however, the nature 

and scope of content management demands involvement from all departmental 

leaders and users for successful implementation and user adoption

Council Buy-in – the benefits of content management are not isolated to IT 

department rather impacts every staff and business process with tools and 

processes that safeguard information; mitigates legal and financial risks and 

protects the reputation of the First Nation 
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Initial Planning Stages

Groundwork: initiate planning process 

and manage activities

Establish Information Governance 

Committee: internal management and 

project oversight, policy development 

and reporting

Identify Champion: someone 

responsible and accountable for 

progress; Terms of Reference guide 

identification and documentation the 

following activities
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Current State: preliminary report; 

business needs; council direction

Project concept – investigate options; 

clean-up, policy, technology solution

Conduct Survey and analyze–
content, business processes, gaps

Input from Stakeholders – depts., 

admin, council, etc

High level assessment of IM issues –
business impact, priority, risk etc



Making a Business Case

Building and maintaining a solution or subscribing to service requires careful 

consideration and planning: 

• What prompted you to think about document management? 

• Is it because you have an out of control file share and can’t find anything? 

• Is it because you want to go paperless? 

• Are you hoping to streamline some processes such as document review and 

approvals? 

Before you can even start formulating your requirements, you must know what you 

are hoping to achieve



First: Identify current challenges and 

problems

Identify and Prioritize Pain Points

• Workplace productivity (findability) 

• Information Chaos 

• Uncertainty about Regulatory Requirements

• Business Process Improvements

• Information Policy and Procedures

• IM/IT Resources

• Team Approach 

Assess and Determine Frequency of challenges – daily 

or periodically



Second: Determine anticipated benefits

Clearly articulate the benefits of addressing your challenges or problem in 

order to present a case. 

These benefits can take many forms: they may be financial savings, time 

savings, happier or more productive team members, more accurate information, 

mitigation of risks, or ensuring compliance among other things. 

As part of this step also look at the cost of not addressing or fixing your 

challenge. Costs can be financial, but they can also be measured in terms of risk 

and impact. Start by looking at any financial costs that could be eliminated or 

reduced: salaries, storage costs, other software costs, other contracts



Finally: Identify a Solution that Fits 

Once challenges and priorities are defined:

• Document issues and requirements

• Search for vendors and products that fit your requirements

• Participate in demos and ensure vendor fully understands

• Invite proposals to present to Council

• Read fine print of Service Level Agreement



Planning and Implementation Roadmap
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Concept of Operations

Information Governance 

Framework

Business & System 

Requirements

Classification Scheme

Roll Out

Post-Implementation

Product Selection

User Interface & Environment

IT Infrastructure

Detailed RequirementsNeeds Defined 

Council Buy-in



Content Management is Essential 

Documents and records in the office provide 

evidence of transactions, activities and decisions 

that need to be maintained, and disposed, in a 

controlled and systematic manner. 

They are maintained for a specified period in 

compliance with certain regulations and legislation, 

then destroyed or transferred. 

Risk of losing, damaged and misfiled can have 

financial and legal ramifications

Reputation of First Nation not to be jeopardized 

Future Generations will be thankful!
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Xerox ConfidentialXerox Internal Use Only

Our 

Professional 

Services 

Expertise

• Certified Project Manager for software 

implementations

• ECM Canadian implementation 

experts

− Average 12 years ECM experience

− Specialists in Document Capture, eForms, 

and Business Process Workflow 

Automation, and Mobile application

− Vertical Experience such as Education, 

Municipal, Aboriginal, Manufacturing, 

Finance, Real Estate, Legal
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Ask about Xerox 

Benchmark Security

tom.maracle@xerox.com

Learn more about…

DocuShare and Webinars

www.docushare.com

Xerox ConnectKey Technology

www.xerox.ca

Additional 

Resources

mailto:tom.maracle@xerox.com
http://www.docushare.com/
http://www.xerox.ca/



